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ON DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS AND ALVIS-CURTIS
DUALITY
BERND ACKERMANN AND SIBYLLE SCHROLL
Abstract. We show that for general linear groups GLn(q) as well
as for q-Schur algebras the knowledge of the modular Alvis-Curtis
duality over fields of characteristic ℓ, ℓ ∤ q, is equivalent to the
knowledge of the decomposition numbers.
1. Introduction
In the beginning of the nineties, Broue´’s abelian defect group con-
jecture [2] related the homological and the character theoretic aspects
of representation theory. It follows from the conjecture that certain
character correspondences should in fact be consequences of derived
equivalences. A related phenomenon is the Alvis-Curtis duality. Orig-
inally it was defined as a character duality of finite groups of Lie type,
which in particular sends an irreducible character onto another irre-
ducible character up to sign. Broue´ has shown [2] that it is what he
calls a perfect isometry, which is a character correspondence with signs
and some arithmetic properties. In ’99 Cabanes and Rickard [6] then
showed that the Alvis-Curtis duality is in fact induced by a derived
equivalence obtained by tensoring with a certain complex.
On the other hand, questions on perfect isometries naturally lead
to questions on decomposition numbers. These numbers are virtually
unknown for almost all groups. In particular, the question of how to
calculate the decomposition matrices of the general linear group has
not yet been satisfactorily answered. James gave an algorithm for
calculating the decomposition matrices of GLn(q), for n ≤ 10, in non-
describing characteristic [16]. But for larger n there is no algorithm
for the calculation of the decomposition matrix of GLn(q). Similary,
except for small cases [11, 19, 20, 17, 26], the decomposition matrices
of the q-Schur and the Hecke algebra are not known. In this paper, we
show that the complete knowledge of the Alvis-Curtis duality answers
these questions for the general linear group and the q-Schur algebra.
The second author acknowledges support through a Marie Curie Fellowship.
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More precisely, we construct a cochain complex for the q-Schur alge-
bra. We then relate it to the complex inducing the Alvis-Curtis duality
[6] as well as to a complex for the Hecke algebra [18]. We show that this
complex for the q-Schur algebra induces a self-derived equivalence and
thus gives rise to a duality operation in the Grothendieck group. We
analyse how the different duality operators arising in this context act
on the different simple modules in the modular case. In fact, we show
that calculating this action for the general linear group and for the q-
Schur algebra is equivalent to calculating the decomposition matrices
of these algebras.
In the following we describe the layout of the paper. Section 2 con-
tains notation and background results needed later on. In section 3,
Theorem 3.2, we show the main result for general linear groups. A link
with the Mullineux map and the Hecke algebra is established in Theo-
rem 4.1 in section 4. Section 5 contains the construction of the complex
for the q-Schur algebra. In Theorem 5.1 we show that it induces a de-
rived equivalence and we calculate the induced action on the simple
modules in the Grothendieck group. Finally in Theorem 6.1 in sec-
tion 6 we give a summary of the results on the different decomposition
matrices.
2. Preliminaries
Let G = GLn(q) and (K,O, k) an ℓ-modular system with ℓ coprime
to q. Let e be the smallest integer i such that modulo ℓ
1 + q + . . . qi−1 = 0
Throughout we fix the following notation. Denote by T the maximal
torus of invertible diagonal matrices in G, by U the group of upper
unitriangular matrices and set B = UT . LetW be the Weyl group ofG.
Then W ∼= Sn and we identify Sn with the subgroup of permutation
matrices of G. Denote by S the generating set of Sn corresponding to
the set of basic transpositions si = (i, i + 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. For
any composition λ of n denote by Sλ the associated Young subgroup
of Sn and by Pλ the standard parabolic subgroup of G generated by
B and Sλ. Denote by Uλ the unipotent radical of Pλ and by Lλ the
standard Levi complement of Uλ in Pλ. For any subgroup H of G
let eH be the idempotent of KG defined by eH =
1
|H|
∑
x∈H
x. Note
that if H is an ℓ′-subgroup then eH ∈ RG for R any of {K,O, k}.
Denote by E(G, 1) the unipotent character series, that is the irreducible
constituents of IndGB(K). Define the central idempotent f =
∑
χ e(χ)
of KG where χ runs over the set of unipotent characters of G and
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where e(χ) = χ(1)
|G|
∑
g∈G χ(g
−1)g. Then f is the block idempotent of
the sum of all unipotent ℓ-blocks. In a similar way define fλ as the sum
of the e(ψ) where ψ runs through the unipotent characters of Lλ. Let
Gss be the set of semisimple elements of G and G
reg
ss the set of ℓ-regular
semisimple elements of G. By (g) ∈G G we denote the conjugacy class
of g in G.
For R ∈ {K,O, k} and any composition λ of n denote by RGLλ the
Harish-Chandra induction functor that associates to a RLλ-module N
the RG-module RGeUλ⊗RLλN . Its left and right adjoint called Harish-
Chandra restriction and denoted by *R
G
Lλ
associates to a RG-module
M the RLλ-module eUλM .
2.1. Combinatorics. Denote by Λ¯(k, n) the set of compositions of
n with exactly k non-zero parts and denote by Λ¯+(k, n) the subset
containing compositions λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) such that λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λk. Let
Λ(k, n) =
⊕
i≤k Λ¯(i, n) and Λ
+(k, n) =
⊕
i≤k Λ¯
+(i, n) . Write Λ(n) for
Λ(n, n) and similarly Λ+(n) for Λ+(n, n). For ν = (ν1, . . . , νa) ∈ Λ(n)
define Λ(ν) as the subset of all compositions γ = (γ1, . . . , γh) ∈ Λ(n)
such that (γ1, . . . , γh1) ∈ Λ(ν1), (γh1+1, . . . , γh1+h2) ∈ Λ(ν2) and so on
until (γh1+...+ha−1+1, . . . , γh) ∈ Λ(νa). Write |λ| for the number of non-
zero parts of a composition λ. An e-regular partition of n is a partition
λ = (λ1, . . . , λa) such that if λi+1 = λi+2 = . . . = λi+h then h < e.
There exists a partial order on the set of compositions of n induced
by the partial order on the generating set S of Sn given by inclusion
of subsets. More precisely, the subsets of S are in bijection with com-
positions of n : Let λ = (λ1, . . . , λh) be a composition of n and set
λ+i = λ1 + λ2 + . . .+ λi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Then λ corresponds to the subset Iλ of S given by Iλ =
{s1, . . . , sn}\{λ
+
i |1 ≤ i ≤ h}. Note that |Iλ| = (n−1)−(h−1) = n−h.
An easy calculation then shows
Lemma 2.1. Suppose Iλ and Iµ are subsets of S corresponding to
λ ∈ Λ¯(h, n) and µ ∈ Λ¯(k, n). Then
(i) |Iλ| ≤ |Iµ| if and only if h ≥ k
(ii) Iλ ⊂ Iµ if and only if for all µ
+
i there exists λ
+
j such that µ
+
i =
λ+j .
For compositions satisfying (ii) we write λ  µ. Note that this is a
partial order and that λ  µ implies λE µ in the dominance order.
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2.2. Simple modules of the general linear group. Let s be a
semisimple element of G. Then the rational canonical form of s is
some block diagonal matrix where the diagonal blocks are given as
companion matrices (σi) of the elementary divisors si of s which are
the irreducible factors of the minimal polynomial of s over GF(q) since
s is semisimple. Assume that (σi) appears precisely ki times on the
diagonal and let di be the degree of σi, then (σi) is a di × di-matrix
and d1k1 + · · · + drkr = n. The centralizer CG(s) of s in G is then
isomorphic to
CG(s) ∼= GLk1(q
d1)× . . .×GLkr(q
dr).
Details and proofs can be found in [FS]. With these notations define
εs = (−1)
n+k1+...+kr .
Let λ(i) be a partition of ki. Following James [15] we have an irre-
ducible KGLdiki(q)-module S(si, λ
(i)) called Specht module and each
irreducible KG-module is of the form
S(s, λ˜) = RGL
(
S(s1, λ
(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ S(sr, λ
(r))
)
where λ˜ is the multipartition (λ(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(r)) of (k1, . . . , kr) and L is
the Levi subgroup GLd1k1(q)× · · ·×GLdrkr(q). Note that the ordinary
irreducible character of S(s, λ˜) corresponds exactly to the character
χs,λ˜ in the parametrization given by Green [12] and the set
{S(s, λ˜)|(s) = (skii ) ∈G Gss, λ˜ ⊢ (k1, . . . , kr)}
gives a complete set of irreducible KG-modules [15].
In [15] James constructs a certain OG-lattice SO(s, λ˜) in SK(s, λ˜).
It is shown there that the ℓ-modular reduction SF (s, λ˜) of this lattice
no longer needs to be irreducible. However, if s is ℓ-regular it has an
irreducible head L(s, λ˜) and we have
L(s, λ˜) = RGL
(
L(s1, λ
(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ L(sr, λ
(r))
)
where each L(si, λ
(i)) is the irreducible head of S(si, λ
(i)). Moreover,
the set
{L(s, λ˜)|(s) = (skii ) ∈G G
reg
ss , λ˜ ⊢ (k1, . . . , kr)}
is a complete set of irreducible kG-modules.
2.3. Hecke algebras. Let R ∈ {K,O, k} and denote by HR or by
H the Iwahori Hecke algebra HR,q(Sn). This is defined as the free
R-module with basis {Tw|w ∈ Sn} and with multiplication given by
TwTs =
{
Tws if ℓ(ws) > ℓ(w)
qTw + (q − 1)Tws if ℓ(ws) < ℓ(w)
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for w ∈ Sn and s ∈ S. For every composition λ of n we denote by Hλ
the parabolic subalgebra of H isomorphic to the Iwahori Hecke algebra
HR,q(Sλ).
For every parabolic subalgebra Hλ there is an induction functor
IndHHλ : Hλ −mod → H−mod
N 7→ H ⊗Hλ N
This is an exact functor and its left and right adjoint is given by
ResHHλ : H−mod → Hλ −mod
M 7→ Hλ ⊗H N
A full set of irreducible HK-modules is parametrised as follows
{Sλ|λ ∈ Λ+(n)}.
As Hk-modules these need no longer be irreducible; however, if the
partition λ is e-regular, then Sλ has an irreducible head Lλ and the set
{Lλ|λ ∈ Λ+(n), λ is e-regular}
is a complete set of irreducible Hk-modules [8].
In [13] an involution α : H → H is defined by Tw 7→ (−q)
ℓ(w)(Tw−1)
−1
for w ∈ Sn. For an H-module V define another H-module αV by
setting h.v = α(h)v for all h ∈ H and v ∈ αV . Then if q = 1, αV =
sign⊗ V , where sign is the sign representation of Sn. Furthermore it
is shown in [3] that for any e-regular partition λ of n and any simple
H-module Lλ we have α(L
λ) = Lm(λ) where m(λ) is the image of λ by
the Mullineux map m (for the definition of m see [21]).
2.4. q-Schur algebras. For each composition λ of n there is a permu-
tation module Mλ of H = HR for R ∈ {K,O, k} given by M
λ = Hxλ
where xλ =
∑
w∈Sλ
Tw. The q-Schur algebra SR(k, n) is the endomor-
phism algebra EndH(
⊕
λ∈Λ(k,n)M
λ). We are mostly interested in the
q-Schur algebra SR(n, n) and certain of its subalgebras. Note however,
that for k ≥ n there is a Morita equivalence between SR(k, n) and
SR(n). We write SR(n) or S(n) for SR(n, n). The algebra S(n) is free
over R and has basis
{Φuλ,µ|λ, µ ∈ Λ(n), u ∈ Dλ,µ}
where Dλ,µ is the set of distinguished double coset representatives of
Sλ\Sn/Sµ which are the unique elements of shortest length in their
double coset [9]. The elements Φ1λ,λ for λ ∈ Λ(n) are orthogonal idem-
potents in S(n). If λ = (1n) then multiplication by the idempotent
e = Φ1λ,λ is called the Schur functor and eS(n)e
∼= H. Furthermore,
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for each composition ν, we define a generalization of the Schur functor.
That is, we define an idempotent of S(n)
eν =
∑
λ∈Λ(ν)
Φ1λ,λ.
The subalgebra S(ν) = SR(ν1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ SR(νh) naturally embeds into
eνS(n)eν (see for example [4], section 4.2 for details) and we can define
the following functors
S(n)eν ⊗S(ν) − : S(ν)−mod → S(n)−mod
eν .− : S(n)−mod → S(ν) −mod.
The q-Schur algebra Sk(n) is quasi-hereditary, the system of labels
of the standard modules being partitions of n ordered by the domi-
nance ordering. The general theory of quasi-hereditary algebras pro-
duces a parametrisation of the simple Sk(n)-modules L(λ), λ ∈ Λ
+(n).
Furthermore, the set Λ+(n) also parametrizes the so-called standard
modules ∆(λ) and the costandard modules ∇(λ).
By Takeuchi [25] and Brundan, Dipper, Kleshchev [4] the q-Schur
algebra SR(n) is Morita equivalent to the quotient algebra CR(n) =
RG/I where I is the annihilator of the permutation module R(G/B)
on the cosets G/B of B in G. In fact the Morita equivalence is given
by a RG-SR(n)-bimodule Q and its CR(n)-linear dual (see [4, 3.4g] for
the precise definition). Furthermore, CO(n) = OG/I is isomorphic to
OGf (see [24] Thm 1 for a proof) and fQ = Q thus Q is also an OGf -
module where f is again the central idempotent of the sum of unipotent
characters defined in the beginning of section 2. Furthermore
Q⊗S(n) − : S(n)−mod → OGf −mod
Q′ ⊗OGf − : OGf −mod → S(n)−mod
are mutually inverse functors, where Q′ denotes the OGf -linear dual
of Q.
2.5. Alvis-Curtis duality. Originally Alvis-Curtis duality was intro-
duced as a duality operator on the ordinary character group of a finite
group of Lie type. Deligne and Lusztig defined it as the Lefschetz char-
acter of a certain complex of the module category in characteristic 0.
Cabanes and Rickard [6] formalized this definition by using coefficient
systems and extended it to representations over any ring containing
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p−1, where q = pα. Although their definition holds for all finite groups
of Lie type we will present it here only for G = GLn(q).
Let XG be the complex associated to the coefficient system on the
simplicial complex given by the set of compositions of n with the partial
order. It sends a composition λ to the RG-RG-bimodule RGeUλ⊗RLλ
eUλRG and the inclusion λ ≺ ν to the map
αλ,ν : RGeUλ ⊗RLλ eUλRG → RGeUν ⊗RLν eUνRG
x⊗ y 7→ x⊗ y.
The associated cochain complex XG, shifted and renumbered, such
that it is concentrated in degrees 0 to n− 1 has degree ith term
X iG =
⊕
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
RGeUλ ⊗RLλ eUλRG
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Its differential is given by
di =
∑
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
∑
ν∈Λ¯(n−i−1,n)
λ≺ν
(−1)λ/ναλ,ν
where λ/ν is the unique partial sum λ+j of λ such that there is no
partial sum ν+k of ν such that λ
+
j = ν
+
k .
In [6] Cabanes and Rickard showed that tensoring with XG induces a
derived self-equivalence of the module category of G. Therefore we ob-
tain an induced map in the Grothendieck group of G, that is a bijection
in characteristic 0,
DG(−) =
∑
λ∈Λ(n)
(−1)|λ|RGeUλ ⊗RLλ eUλ(−).
For any standard Levi subgroup Lλ = GLλ1(q) × . . . × GLλa(q) we
define
XLλ = XGLλ1(q) ⊗ . . .⊗XGLλa(q).
In fact, it is easy to see that XLλ coincides with the complex defined
for Lλ when it is itself considered as a finite group of Lie type.
It then follows from [6] that in the Grothendieck group Alvis-Curtis
duality commutes with Harish-Chandra induction and restriction :
Lemma 2.2. [6, 6.1] Let L be a standard Levi subgroup of G. Then
RGL ◦DL[N ] = DG ◦R
G
L [N ]
*R
G
L ◦DG[M ] = DL ◦
*R
G
L [M ]
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for [N ] in K0(RL) and [M ] in K0(RG) with R ∈ {K,O, k}.
3. Modular Alvis-Curtis duality
In the case of the general linear group G the Alvis-Curtis dual of
an irreducible KG-module is well-understood (see below). In the mod-
ular case however, little is known. For example it is open what the
Alvis-Curtis dual of a simple kG-module is. Indeed it turns out that
this question can be transformed into a question on decomposition
matrices of general linear groups. More precisely we will show that de-
termining the Alvis-Curtis duality on simple modules for general linear
groups in non-describing characteristic is equivalent to determining the
decomposition matrix of G.
For the convenience of the reader we recall the result on the simple
KG-modules (see for example [23]).
Proposition 3.1. Let S(s, λ˜) be an irreducible KG-module. Then in
the Grothendieck group K0(KG)
DG([S(s, λ˜)]) = εs[S(s, λ˜
′])
where λ˜′ = (λ(1)
′
, . . . , λ(r)
′
) denotes the conjugate multipartition of λ˜
and εs is defined as in section 2.2.
Assume that the set of partitions Λ+(n) is ordered by a linear order
≤ refining the dominance order, for example the lexicographic order.
Denote by ZG the decomposition matrix of G and let Zu = (zλ,ν) be
the upper (quadratic) part of ZG restricted to the unipotent block. So
we have that Zu = (zλ,ν) with zλ,ν = [S(1, λ) : L(1, ν)] for partitions λ,
ν of n.
Denote by AG = (aλ,ν) the matrix of the Alvis-Curtis duality on
the unipotent kG-modules, that is aλ,ν is the coefficient of [L(1, ν)] in
DG[L(1, λ)]. Finally let P be the permutation matrix given by the
permutation on Λ+(n) that sends λ to λ′.
Then the decomposition matrix of G determines the Alvis-Curtis
duality and the knowledge of the Alvis-Curtis duality for smaller gen-
eral linear groups determines the decomposition matrix of G. More
precisely, we have
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Theorem 3.2. Let G = GLn(q). Then with the notations above
(i) AG is determined by the decomposition matrix of G and AG de-
termines the unipotent part Zu of the decomposition matrix of G. Ex-
plicitly, AG = Z
−1
u · P · Zu.
(ii) Alvis-Curtis duality on K0(kGLk(q
d)) for all d, k such that dk ≤
n determines the whole of the decomposition matrix ZG of G.
(iii) The decomposition matrix ZG of G determines the Alvis-Curtis
duality on all irreducible kG-modules.
Proof. (i) Proposition 3.1 holds also for modular Specht modules and
thus DG([S(1, λ)]) = [S(1, λ
′)] in K0(kG). This implies Zu · AG =
P · Zu. Since Zu is lower unitriangular (see [14, 16.3]) it is invertible,
so AG = Z
−1
u PZu and AG is determined by ZG.
On the other hand, since AG is invertible we can use the Bruhat
decomposition (see [5, 2.5.13]) to write AG = U1 · T ·R ·U2 in a unique
way, where U1, U2 are lower unitriangular, T is a diagonal matrix and
R is a permutation matrix such that R ·U2 ·R
−1 is upper uni-triangular.
We already know that Zu and therefore Z
−1
u are lower uni-triangular.
Hence T = 1, R = P and to complete the proof that U2 = Zu it
remains to show that PZuP
−1 is upper unitriangular. By [14] Cor.
16.3 we know that (PZuP
−1)λµ = dλ′µ′ = 0 unless λ
′ D µ′. But this is
equivalent to λ E µ and therefore PZuP
−1 is upper unitriangular. So
Zu is determined by AG as the unique lower unitriangular matrix in
the Bruhat decomposition of AG.
(ii) By the work of Dipper and James [9] we know that the upper
(unitriangular) parts of the decomposition matrices of the unipotent
blocks of the groups GLk(q
d) for kd ≤ n determine the decomposition
matrix of G. So (ii) is an easy consequence of part (i).
(iii) The decomposition matrix ZG has an upper (quadratic) part
that is lower unitriangular (see [7]). Therefore every irreducible kG-
module in K0(kG) can be written as integral linear combination of
Specht modules. By Proposition 3.1 we know the duality on Specht
modules. Therefore as in (i) the decomposion matrix determines the
duality operator. 
We would like to point out that the converse to Theorem 3.2(iii) is
not true in general since the upper (quadratic) part of the decomposi-
tion matrix does not determine the whole of the decomposition matrix.
To calculate the whole decomposition matrix of GLn(q) one needs to
know all the quadratic parts of all decomposition matrices for all groups
GLk(q
d) where dk ≤ n. In terms of Alvis-Curtis duality this equals the
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knowledge of the duality operator on all these groups as in Theorem
3.2(ii).
4. Modular Alvis-Curtis duality on Hecke algebras
Let H = Hk. Recall from [18] the complex XH of H-H-bimodules
defined by
X iH =
⊕
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
H⊗Hλ H
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and with differential
di =
∑
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
∑
ν∈Λ¯(n−i−1,n)
λ≺ν
(−1)λ/νϑλ,ν
where ϑλ,ν : H⊗Hλ H → H⊗Hν H is the canonical surjection.
Note that this complex can be constructed as the chain complex
associated to a coefficient system on the same simplicial complex as for
XG.
Furthermore, it is shown in [18] that tensoring with H induces a
derived self-equivalence of the module category of H, that the coho-
mology of H is concentrated in degree 0 and that it is isomorphic to
αH as an H-H-bimodule.
Therefore XH induces a duality operator DH in the Grothendieck
group K0(H) given by
(1) DH([V ]) =
∑
λ∈Λ(n)
(−1)|λ|IndHHλ ◦ Res
H
Hλ
[V ] = [αH⊗H V ] = [αV ]
for [V ] ∈ K0(H).
In [24] it was shown that the complex XH is isomorphic to a quotient
of the complex XG, namely to eUXGfeU . This relation on the level of
complexes is reflected on the level of the Grothendieck groups in the
following form. Denote by AH = (hλ,ν) the matrix whose entries are
given by the coefficients of [Lν ] in a decomposition of DH([L
λ]) for λ, ν
e-regular partitions of n.
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Theorem 4.1. The matrix AG = (aλ,ν) giving the Alvis-Curtis duality
completely determines the matrix AH. More precisely, for λ, ν e-regular
partitions of n we have
aλ,ν = hλ,ν =
{
1 if ν = m(λ)
0 otherwise
For the proof of theorem 4.1 we need the following lemma, which is
a direct consequence of [4], Corollary 3.2(g) that:
Lemma 4.2. LetM denote the permutation moduleM = RGT (k). Then
the following diagram commutes:
H−mod
M⊗H−−−−→ kG−mod
IndH
Hλ
◦ResH
Hλ
y
yRGLλ ◦ *RGLλ
H−mod
M⊗H−−−−→ kG−mod
Proof. This is Cor. 3.2(g) of [4]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let β denote the functor M ⊗H . Since β is
exact Lemma 4.2 gives us DG ◦β = β ◦DH on the level of Grothendieck
groups. And since β(Lλ) ∼= L(1, λ) we have∑
µ
aλ,µ[L(1, µ)] = DG ◦ β([L
λ])
= β ◦DH([L
λ]) = β(
∑
µ
hλ,µ[L
µ] =
∑
µ
hλ,µ[L(1, µ)]
which proves the first equality. The second equality follows directly
from formula (1).

5. Modular Alvis-Curtis duality on q-Schur algebras
We define a duality operator on the Grothendieck group of S(n)-
modules induced by a derived self-equivalence of the module cate-
gory given by tensoring with a complex. This duality operator is
closely linked to the Alvis-Curtis duality operator on the level of the
Grothendieck group as well as on the level of the derived category. Fur-
thermore, we show how this complex relates to the complex XH for the
Hecke algebra defined in the previous section.
Let S(n) = SR(n) be the q-Schur algebra defined over R ∈ {O, k}.
Define the cochain complex XS of S(n)-S(n)-bimodules as the cochain
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complex associated to the coefficient system on the simplicial complex
of compositions of n with partial order . A composition λ of n is
sent to the S(n)-S(n)-bimodule S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n) and the inclusion
λ ≺ ν is sent to the map
γλ,ν : S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n) → S(n)eν ⊗S(ν) eνS(n)
x⊗ y 7→ x⊗ y.
Note that for λ, ν as above, eνeλ = eλeν = eν thus the maps are
well-defined. Hence after shifting and renumbering the complex XS is
concentrated in degrees 0 to n− 1 and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
X iS =
⊕
λ∈ ¯Λ(n−i,n)
S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n).
The differential is given by
di =
∑
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
∑
ν∈Λ¯(n−i−1,n)
λ≺ν
(−1)λ/νγλ,ν .
Then XS induces a derived self-equivalence and a duality operation
in the Grothendieck group of the module category of S(n).
Theorem 5.1. The functor XS ⊗S(n) − : D
♭(S(n)) → D♭(S(n)) is
an equivalence of categories inducing a duality operator DS of the
Grothendieck group K0(Sk(n)) with the following properties
(i) DS(∆(λ)) = ∆(λ
′) for all standard modules ∆(λ).
(ii) DS(∇(λ)) = ∇(λ
′) for all costandard modules ∇(λ).
(iii) DS(L(λ)) =
∑
µ∈Λ+(n) aλ′µ′L(µ), where AG = (aλµ) is the matrix
given by the Alvis-Curtis duality.
Theorem 5.2. There is a split monomorphism of complexes of HR-
HR-bimodules from XH into eXSe.
Proof. Let H = HR and recall that eS(n)e ∼= H. By [10, 4.6(5)] the
idempotent e also satisfies eS(λ)e ∼= Hλ for all compositions λ of n.
Therefore the terms of the complex XH are isomorphic to direct sums
of terms of the form eS(n)e⊗eS(λ)e eS(n)e. The map defined by
eS(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n)e → eS(n)e ⊗eS(λ)e eS(n)e
x⊗ y 7→ xe⊗ ey
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induces then a morphism of complexes. It is a splitting map for the
injection inducing a monomorphism of complexes
eS(n)e⊗eS(λ)e eS(n)e → eS(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n)e
x⊗ y 7→ x⊗ y.

Before proving theorem 5.1 let us give some preliminary results.
By [4, 4.2c] the functor S(n)eλ⊗S(λ)− corresponds to Harish-Chandra
induction in the general linear group. More precisely, if M is an S(λ)-
S(n)-bimodule then there is an ismorphism of C(n)-S(n)-bimodules
RGLλ(Qλ ⊗S(λ) M)
∼= Q⊗S(n) S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) M ∼= Qeλ ⊗S(λ) M.
Here Qλ is the S(λ)-RLλ bimodule inducing a Morita equivalence be-
tween S(λ) and C(λ). That is the following diagram commutes
S(λ)−mod− S(n)
Qλ⊗S(λ)−
−−−−−−→ C(λ)−mod− S(n)
S(n)eλ⊗S(λ)−
y
yRGLλ
S(n)−mod− S(n)
Q⊗S(n)−
−−−−−→ C(n)−mod− S(n)
We will show that for q-Schur algebras multiplying with the idem-
potent eλ corresponds to Harish-Chandra restriction. More precisely,
we will show that we have a commutative diagram
S(n)−mod− S(n)
Q⊗S(n)−
−−−−−→ C(n)−mod− S(n)
eλ.
y y∗RGLλ
S(λ)−mod− S(n)
Qλ⊗S(λ)−
−−−−−−→ C(λ)−mod− S(n).
That is the following holds
Lemma 5.3. For any S(n)-S(n)-bimodule N , there is an C(λ)-S(n)-
bimodule isomorphism
*R
G
Lλ
Q⊗S(n) N ∼= Qλ ⊗S(λ) eλN.
Proof. The Morita equivalence between the subalgebras S(λ) and C(λ)
induces an isomorphism of C(λ)-S(n)-bimodules
*R
G
Lλ
Q⊗S(n) N ∼= Qλ ⊗S(λ) HomC(λ)(Qλ, Cλ)⊗C(λ)
*R
G
Lλ
Q⊗S(n) N.
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As Qλ is a projective C(λ)-module by [1, 20.10] the term on the right
hand side is isomorphic to Qλ⊗S(λ)HomC(λ)(Qλ,
*R
G
Lλ
Q⊗S(n)N). By [4,
4.2] RGLλQλ and Qeλ are isomorphic as C(n)-S(λ)-bimodules. There-
fore adjunction of Harish-Chandra induction and restriction gives an
isomorphism
Qλ⊗S(λ)HomC(λ)(Qλ,
*R
G
Lλ
Q⊗S(n)N) ∼= Qλ⊗S(λ)HomC(n)(Qeλ, Q⊗S(n)N).
Now applying [1, 20.10] again, we obtain
HomC(n)(Qeλ, Q⊗S(n) N) ∼= HomC(n)(Qeλ, Q)⊗S(n) N
where HomC(n)(Qeλ, Q) ∼= eλEndC(n)(Q) ∼= eλS(n). The result follows.

In particular, the two squares above still commute when we replace
CO(n) by OGf and CO(λ) by OLλfλ as well as when the horizontal
arrows are reversed, that is when Q⊗S(n) − is replaced by Q
′ ⊗OGf −
and Qλ ⊗S(λ) − is replaced by Q
′
λ ⊗OLλfλ −.
In order to show that tensoring with XS induces a derived equiva-
lence, we first show that XS is isomorphic to the following complex Y .
Let F = Q′ ⊗OGf − ⊗OGf Q be the bimodule functor induced by the
Morita equivalence between OGf and SO(n) and set
Y = F (fXGf).
Then Y is a complex of SO(n)-SO(n)-bimodules with degree ith term
Y i =
⊕
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
Q′eUλ ⊗OLλfλ eUλQ
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and with differential
di =
∑
λ∈Λ¯(n−i,n)
∑
ν∈Λ¯(n−i−1,n)
λ≺ν
(−1)λ/νF (αλ,ν).
Proposition 5.4. The complexes XS and Y are isomorphic as com-
plexes of SO(n)-SO(n)-bimodules.
Proof. We start by showing the terms in each degree are isomorphic
bimodules. Let λ be a composition of n, then S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) eλS(n) =
S(n)eλ⊗S(λ)Q
′
λ⊗S(λ)Qλ⊗S(λ)eλS(n). By the preceding lemma Qλ⊗S(λ)
eλS(n) ∼= eUλQ. In a similar way S(n)eλ ⊗S(λ) Q
′
λotimesS(λ)eUλQ is
isomprphic to Q′ ⊗OGf OGfeUλ ⊗OLλfλ eUλQ
∼= Q′eUλ ⊗OLλfλ eUλQ.
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Then as all isomorphisms involved are functorial, they clearly commute
with the differentials. 
Proof of theorem 5.1. The functor
Q′ ⊗OGf −⊗OGf Q : OGf −mod−OGf −→ S(n)−mod−S(n)
is an equivalence of bimodule categories. The complex Y is isomorphic
to Q′⊗OGf fXGf⊗OGfQ and by [24] the functor fXGf⊗OGf− induces
a self-derived equivalence of the module category of OGf . Therefore
the functor Y ⊗SO(n)− induces a self-equivalence of D
♭(SO(n)). By [22,
2.2] the complex k⊗O Y = Yk induces a self-derived equivalence of the
module category of Sk(n).
Denote byDS the induced map in the Grothendieck groupK0(SR(n))
for R ∈ {K, k}. ia the Morita equivalence between S(n) and C(n),
he standard module ∆(λ) corresponds to the Specht module S(1, λ′)
labelled by the conjugate partition and the costandard module ∇(λ)
corresponds to the dual Specht module S(1, λ)∗ (see [25] or [4]). It
follows then from proposition 3.1 and the above that DS sends ∆(λ) to
∆(λ′) and ∇(λ) to ∇(λ)′ in K0(SR(n)). Furthermore, L(λ) is the head
of ∆(λ) and PZuP
−1 is the decomposition matrix for Sk(n). Thus part
(iii) of the theorem follows.

6. Decomposition matrices
In this last section we recapitulate the information we have obtained
on the different decomposition matrices. Recall the notation ZG and
Zu for the decomposition matrix of G and its unipotent part. Set
Zeu for the matrix given by the rows and columns of Zu indexed by
e-regular partitions of n. Denote by ZH the decomposition matrix of
H, that is the matrix whose coefficients are given by [Sλ : Dν ] for λ a
partition of n and ν an e-regular partition of n. Finally denote by ZS
the decomposition matrix of the q-Schur algebra S(n) with coefficients
given by [∆(λ) : L(ν)] for partitions λ, ν of n. Recall that ZS =
PZuP
−1.
Then combining the previous results we have the following relations
Theorem 6.1. The following matrix equations hold
(i) AG = Z
−1
u PZu
(ii) ZeuAH = PZ
e
u
(iii) AS = Z
−1
S PZS = P
−1AGP.
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